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Dynamics of Large Diameter HyDrauLic Legs unDer appLieD test metHoDs

The dynamic characteristics of the hydraulic leg are essential for determining the safe working range 
of roof supports operating in seams threatened by rock mass tremors. The systematic increase in the sup-
port of the hydraulic legs due to deteriorating geological-mining conditions has increased their diameters, 
which currently exceed 0.32 m for the 1st hydraulic stage. Evaluation of the dynamic properties of the 
roof support and the hydraulic legs are carried out by the Central Mining Institute through calculation 
methods as an implementation of the Regulation of the Minister of Energy on occupational safety and 
health. However, the issue of validating the calculations concerning natural scale studies still needs to be 
addressed. There are significant limitations in this area due to the technical and metrological capabilities of 
the testing stations. This paper presents an attempt to evaluate bench testing of a hydraulic leg with 0.32 m 
of the 1st hydraulic stage diameter for the validation of computational and test methods. Results of previous 
studies affecting the evaluation of the research methods used are also cited. According to the authors, the 
optimal and economically justifiable direction is to undertake model tests using numerical analyses and to 
validate these results, based on the study of models of hydraulic legs that are in use at a reduced scale. The 
construction of testing stations to ensure adequate dynamic loading for the support of the largest diameter 
hydraulic legs is currently not economically viable. The problem presented, however, is important given 
the constantly deteriorating geological-mining conditions and the associated threat of rock mass tremors. 
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1. introduction

In Poland, the Upper Silesian Coal Basin has a high risk of seismic activity [4,8]. In 2019, 
the mining output from seams at risk of rock bursts reached 54.2% [22]. Taking into account 
the fact that the classification of a deposit in a particular degree of rock burst hazard is not 
a  determinant of the occurrence of tremor, it can be estimated that currently, in the conditions of 
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uSCB, over 60% of the exploitation is carried out in the conditions of tremor hazard. Between 
2008 and 2019, a total of 15,142 tremors with values of the order of 105-109 J were recorded 
[22], the quantitative distribution of which is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. quantitative distribution of recorded tremors in uSCB from 2008 to 2019  
(tremor energies in the order of 105-109 J)

In compliance with the Regulation of the Minister on Occupational Safety and Health [14], 
all powered roof supports put into service in tremor prone conditions should be yielded – adapted 
to take over dynamic loads due to tremors. It is assumed that the dynamic impact is the result of 
a high-value mass impact from a very low height [8]. The yielding assessment is prepared by the 
Central mining institute (gig) using its method. the institute is currently the only facility on the 
Polish market that conducts such assessments. The yielding method is an analytical method using 
the principles of disturbed rock mass according to a. Biliński [1,2] and a mathematical model of 
a flat section with one degree of freedom and focused physical constants [17-19].

The assessment is based on documentation supplied by the client, including geological-
mining conditions of the analysed longwall field (they allow to determine the expected danger 
of rock mass tremors), technical and operational documentation of the powered roof support, 
and safety devices of the hydraulic leg preventing overloading. The assessment assumes that the 
hydraulic leg is a fundamental element in determining the supportability, dynamics, and safety 
of the roof support.

Verification (validation) of the results of the yielding assessment is more often performed 
by testing the analysed hydraulic leg on a suitably prepared laboratory testing station. Such tests 
are not derived from standards and are carried out according to the procedures of in-house ac-
credited laboratories. 

The introduction onto the market and into service of roof supports with hydraulic legs of 
increasingly larger diameters of 1st hydraulic stage cylinders (≥0.32 m) has fundamentally lim-
ited the possibilities of testing these hydraulic legs to assess their dynamic properties, concern-
ing the assessment of the yielding. These limitations are mainly due to the inability to generate 
a dynamic load on the hydraulic leg that coincides with the existing loads in natural conditions 
(in situ) [3,5-7,16,20]. 
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This publication aims to present the differences occurring in the results of tests on large-
diameter 1st hydraulic stage hydraulic legs that have been carried out using different methods, as 
well as to propose a solution to the problem associated with the lowest cost. The paper additionally 
refers to previously conducted laboratory tests of 0.2 m diameter of 1st hydraulic stage where the 
weight of the impact mass was close to the working support of the hydraulic leg.

2. example of a powered roof support used in the load 
assessment of a hydraulic leg

The problem of evaluating the operation of a large-diameter, 1st stage hydraulic legs is 
presented using the example of shield support equipped with two hydraulic legs, with direct, ad-
jacent control hydraulics. The geometric height of the roof support ranges from 2.0 to 4.1 m. The 
support is equipped with a two-telescopic hydraulic leg with a bottom valve, with the diameter 
of the cylinders of the first and second hydraulic stages of 0.32 m and 0.23 m, respectively. The 
initial support of the hydraulic leg is 2.01 mn, and the working support is 3.056 mn. the fluid 
from the sub-piston space of the hydraulic leg is led outside through three bores in the shell of 
the first stage cylinder. For laboratory testing, the hydraulic leg was equipped with an additional 
connection to measure the pressure in the sub-piston space and to connect an auxiliary hydraulic 
valve directly to the sub-piston space. The tested support is protected by a hydraulic system with a 
capacity of Q = 650 dm3· min–1. A schematic diagram of the support with the hydraulic leg used is 
shown in Fig. 2, and Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram of the hydraulic leg control hydraulics used. 

 
a) b) 

 Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the section (a) and the hydraulic leg (b); 1 – canopy; 2 – floor base; 3 – hydraulic 
leg; 4 – shield support; 5 – lemniscate link; 6 – canopy’s support; 7 – hydraulic leg control system; 8 – 1st stage 

cylinder; 9 – connection for the discharge of fluid from the 1st and 2nd stage of the space above the piston;  
10 – bottom valve; 11 – 2nd stage cylinder; 12 – connection for pressure transducer in sub-piston space;  

13 – short connection for the connection of an additional valve in the sub-piston space; 14 – fluid outlet con-
nection from the sub-piston space of the hydraulic leg using boreholes in the shell of the 1st stage cylinder;  

Ho – section height; S – canopy length
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the hydraulic leg control system of a unit; 12; 13 and 14,  
description as shown in Fig. 2; nt 1st/2nd – over-piston chamber first and second stage

the tested powered roof support was used in a 230 m long and 3.6 m high longwall sur-
rounded by coal seam on both sides, with the roof directed towards the caving process. The coal 
seam in the area of the conducted longwall was inclined to an angle of 10° and deposited at the 
average depth of approximately 1150 m. The uniaxial compression strength of the coal seam 
was 22.9 MPa, while that of the roof and floor rock was 51.5 MPa and 38.3 MPa, respectively. 
according to the gig methodology [10,13,15,18,19], the presented powered roof support was cor-
rectly selected for the roof conditions of the analysed longwall, taking into account the forecasted 
maximum rock mass tremor energy of 7 ·106 and the support loading factor ntz = 1.18 [9-11]. 

The ntz load factor for caving exploitation, according to the gig method, is determined 
from the following formula [1]:
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where: nzr – coefficient depending on the method of exploitation, taking into account the value 
of 0.3-1.0 (dimensionless); Ht – a vertical distance of the center of the layer being the probable 
source of the tremor, from the roof of the excavated workings, m; Et – predicted rock mass 
tremor energy, MJ.

due to the occurrence of an excessive amount of damage to control hydraulic elements, 
during the run of the longwall in which the analysed support was used, an attempt was made to 
identify the causes of this damage. The research included the available testing options, i.e. the 
gig method for the assessment of the yielding, a testing station for dynamic hydraulic leg load-
ing using a mass impact (gig’s station), and a testing station for dynamic hydraulic leg loading 
using an explosive (itg Komag’s station).

Tests carried out on a 0.32 m diameter hydraulic leg and its overload protection system made 
it possible to determine the degree of effectiveness of the protections applied. They also made it 
possible to assess the utility of particular test methods for making such assessments concerning 
large-diameter hydraulic legs. A significant difficulty in the assessment carried out is the lack of 
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measurements of several physical quantities useful for an accurate description of the hydraulic 
leg dynamics (not realised in the tests), which moreover should be carried out with a sufficiently 
high frequency during the tests or operation of the hydraulic legs. This situation leads to a limita-
tion to pressure measurements as a function of time for the cases analysed. with such a limited 
range of measurement of physical quantities, the authors attempted to use the analysis of the 
following physical quantities to evaluate the dynamics of the hydraulic leg with its safety system:

– momentum (characterising the intensity of load propagation of the tested hydraulic leg), 
– the rate of build-up of fluid pressure in the hydraulic leg protection system (assessment 

of the possibility of limiting pressures due to time constants of the protection elements),
– period of oscillation of the system (determination of the time-dependent course of the 

function). 

3. Description and scope of the tests

The study covered a powered roof support equipped with a hydraulic leg system as shown 
in Figure 2, fitted with the control system shown schematically in Fig. 3. The work of the sup-
port was studied analytically following the gig’s yielding method. the hydraulic leg itself was 
subjected to bench tests under dynamic loading using a mass impact and an explosive. The scope 
of individual laboratory tests of the hydraulic leg was adapted to the technical and metrological 
capabilities of the test hydraulic legs, which had a significant impact on the results obtained and 
their subsequent evaluation. The fluid pressure in the hydraulic leg was measured and recorded 
with a Hottinger apparatus with a sampling frequency of 9.6 kHz. the hydraulic leg was tested 
in a system with and without a pressure limiting hydraulic valve. The initial supply pressure was 
15 MPa for the mass impact test and 30 MPa for the explosives. The different supply pressures 
were due to the technical capabilities of the testing stations [21]. 

3.1. analytical determination of the dynamic load of the support  
according to the gig’s method

The dynamic load acting on the support due to a rock mass tremor is determined analyti-
cally according to the gig’s yielding method. the method is used to calculate the load course 
of the hydraulic leg (loading force) as a function of time, based on the model of the rock mass 
disturbed using the method developed by a. Biliński and a flat model of a section with con-
centrated constants and one degree of freedom [1,2,12]. The course of the predicted load on the 
support’s hydraulic leg is calculated, based on the adopted model, from the following formula: 
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where: f – the momentary value of the energy in the hydraulic leg; Fw – hydraulic leg’s initial 
bearing capacity, n; Fd – force dynamically loading the hydraulic leg (Fd = ntz · Fr – Fw), n; 
Fw – working bearing capacity of the hydraulic leg, n; kd – calculation factor; t – time, s; α – the 
angle of inclination of the hydraulic leg concerning the floor base, °; δ – damping factor of the 
system, s–1; φ – the angle of displacement of the course of the force in the hydraulic leg for the 
loading force, rad; ω – pulsation of the vibrating system, s–1.
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Calculations of the course of the loading force on the analysed two-telescopic hydraulic leg 
with a bottom valve of the 1st stage diameter equal to 0.32 m (for data: Fw /Fr = 2.01/3.056 mn, 
ntz = 1.18, Ho = 3.6 m) and the designated safe working range of the support according to the 
gig method are shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. The calculated course of the momentary values of the hydraulic leg loading force as a function of 
time (a) and the determined safe working range of the support (b); where T – the period of oscillation of the 

system without the valve, s; Fw – initial force, n; Fmax1, Fmax2 – maximum force: without the valve, with valve, 
n respectively; FN – nominal force (greatest working value); Q – the capacity of the hydraulic leg safety  
system, dm3·s–1; Ho – the working height of support, m; tmax1, tmax1 – force build-up times respectively:  

without the valve, with valve

The time-frequency variation of the hydraulic leg force for the case of a safety system 
without a pressure limiting valve has the character of a damped sinusoid with an oscillation 
period of approximately T ≈ 400 ms. By connecting a hydraulic valve to the protection system, 
the course of the force loading the hydraulic leg is aperiodic, with a smaller vibration amplitude 
and a shorter course (Fig. 4a). 

The determined safe working height range of the support, for the case under consideration, 
largely limits its safe operation at low working heights, despite the use of pressure limiting valves 
in the hydraulic leg (Fig. 4b). This is largely due to the significant inclination of the hydraulic 
leg relative to the canopy, which consequently affects the poor geometry of the support and the 
hydraulic leg operation (no minimum fluid column under the 1st stage piston). 

3.2. Determination of dynamic loads on a hydraulic leg using  
a mass impact

Testing of the hydraulic leg was carried out at the drop-weight testing station located at 
gig. Fig. 5 shows the mass impact testing station and an example of the recorded pressure 
waveform in the hydraulic leg, with the hydraulic valve connected directly to the working space 
of the hydraulic leg (connection no. 12 according to Fig. 2b). Fig. 6 shows the recorded pres-
sure waveform for the case of connecting the valve to the connection leading the fluid out of the 
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hydraulic leg’s working space with drilled holes in the shell of the 1st stage cylinder (connection 
no. 14 according to Fig. 2b) [21].

loading the hydraulic leg with the impact of a freely falling mass causes it to bounce off 
the hydraulic leg several times until the waveform dampens (Fig. 6). the duration of the first 
waveform (the first largest pressure peak) taken as half the system vibration period (T/2) was 
estimated to be 40 ms. Connecting the valve to port no. 14 – Fig. 2b (drilling into the cylinder 

Test parameters: 
Hydraulic leg’s extension 1st/2nd stage – 0.58/0.353 m; 
Impact energy – 1 MJ;  
Impact mass drop height hg – 0.5 m; 
Initial pressure of the hydraulic leg – 15 MPa; 

a) b) 
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Fig. 5. Mass impact testing station (a) and an example of the recorded liquid pressure waveform  
in the hydraulic leg (b); 1 – impact mass 20 Mg; 2 – traverse 3.3 Mg; 3 – guides for impact mass  

and traverse; 4 – tested hydraulic leg
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Fig. 6. Pressure waveform in the hydraulic leg, 0.32 m 1st diameter, loaded with a mass impactor (a)  
and the first recorded pressure peak (b). Test conditions: (impact energy Eu = 0.8 MJ, impact mass drop 

height hg = 0.4 m; hydraulic valve SP12 connected to connection no. 14 according to Fig. 2b;  
initial hydraulic leg pressure 15 MPa)
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shell) does not significantly affect the pressure value in the sub-piston space. However, there are 
pressure pulsations in the protection system with maximum values of about 90.0 MPa, more than 
twice the pressure in the sub-piston space. The pulsation frequency is approximately 300 Hz.

3.3. Determination of the load pattern of a hydraulic leg using 
an explosive

the study was conducted at the itg Komag testing station in gliwice. Fig. 7 shows the 
test hydraulic leg and an example of recorded pressure waveform for the case of connecting the 
valve directly to the working space of the hydraulic leg connection no. 12 according to Fig. 2b. 
Fig. 8 shows the recorded pressure waveform for the case of connecting the valve to the connec-
tion leading the fluid out of the hydraulic leg working space with drilled holes in the shell of the 
1st stage cylinder (connection no. 14 according to Fig. 2b) [21].

 

 
 
Test parameters: 
Hydraulic leg’s extension 1st/2nd stage – 0.30/0.65 m;  
Explosive used: oak 300g and cherry 5g;  
Initial pressure of the hydraulic leg – 30.0 MPa;  
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Fig. 7. testing station at itg Komag (a) and an example of the recorded course of fluid pressure  
in the hydraulic leg as a function of time (b); 1 – tested hydraulic leg; 2 – guiding screws; 3 – load generator 

The recorded pressure waveform shown in Fig. 8 is a damped sinusoid with a period of 
oscillation of approximately T ≈ 12 ms. the recorded pressure in the sub-piston space and the 
hydraulic leg block has a similar pattern, and there are no pressure pulsations in the system causing 
the system to excite. the connection of valve SP12 to port no. 14 (Fig. 2b) using boreholes in 
the cylinder shell resulted in pressure pulsations in the hydraulic leg protection system (Fig. 8a) 
with an amplitude significantly higher compared to runs without the valve (Fig. 7). The connec-
tion of valve SP14 did not affect the limitation of maximum pressures in the working space of 
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the hydraulic leg. The connection of the valve SP14 to port13 and valve SP7 to port 14 resulted 
in the occurrence of self-resonant vibrations, with a duration exceeding that of the hydraulic leg 
load (Fig. 8b). 

4. analysis of the results

The results of dynamic tests on a hydraulic leg depend on its dynamic characteristics, includ-
ing the specified load as a function of time. Each test method, whether analytical or stationary, has 
a characteristic loading pattern. This results in different test results, often impossible to compare 
with each other. Particularly significant differences in results are observed in cases where the 
dynamics of hydraulic legs with large first-degree diameters (≥0.32 m) are studied. the above 
problem is presented in the example of tests on a two-telescopic hydraulic leg with a bottom valve 
of 0.32 m 1st-degree diameter tested with the analytical, mass impact and explosive methods. 

according to gig’s analytical method, the determined waveforms have the character of 
a periodic sinusoid damped when a hydraulic pressure limiting valve is not used in the system. 
This character is due to the participation of a very large mass in the system under consideration, 
the weight of which is close to the support of the hydraulic leg. The connection of a hydraulic 
valve to the hydraulic leg protection system causes the waveform to change from periodic to 
aperiodic (Fig. 4a).

Concerning the results of the mass impact test, there is the case of an impact mass with 
a weight significantly less than the support of the hydraulic leg, while this mass loads the test 
hydraulic leg at high speed. In this case, the impact mass rebounds and the hydraulic leg is dy-
namically loaded again until the waveform is suppressed (Fig. 5a). Additionally, during testing 
of the hydraulic leg, vibrations were found in its protection system (see Fig. 6), which do not 
affect the course of pressure in the space under the hydraulic leg, but pose a threat to the safety 
of operation of the control system (vibrations of the order of 90 MPa, vibration frequency of 
several hundred hertz). The likely reason for this is the large volume of fluid under very high 
pressure contained in the hydraulic leg (there are more than 100 dm3 of fluid in a hydraulic leg 
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Fig. 8. Pressure waveform in a dynamically loaded hydraulic leg using explosive (a) and the case  
of resonant vibrations of the control system (b) for test parameters: supply pressure 30 MPa, hydraulic leg 
extension 1st/2nd stage – 0.30/0.65 m, explosive material type: oak 300 g, cherry 5 g; where a) valve SP12  
in connection no 14, b) valve SP14 in connection no. 13, valve SP7 in connection no. 14 as per Fig. 2b
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with a 0.32 m 1st stage diameter). An attempt is made to limit this pressure through a hydraulic 
valve connected to the hydraulic leg protection system with a connection pipe that is too long 
(in the case under consideration, by drilling into the shell of the 1st cylinder). In the conducted 
tests, no significant effect of the hydraulic valve actuation on the pressure limitation in the cone 
sub-piston space was found.

In the case of the explosive method, the waveforms have the character of free vibrations of 
the hydraulic leg (no external mass contribution). Here, too, it was observed that the activation 
of the hydraulic valve did not significantly affect the pressure limitation in the cone sub-piston 
space (Fig. 8). However, frequent cases of excitation of the system were recorded, as well as 
a case that can be described as resonant vibration of the system, with its frequency (Fig. 8). The 
excitation duration exceeded the hydraulic leg load duration.

The comparative analysis of the tests carried out with the above-mentioned methods was 
limited to half of the vibration period of the system (from 0 to T/2), which is important for the 
understanding of the phenomenon. Fig. 9 shows a selection of the recorded waveforms of each 
test used for comparative analysis. 
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Fig. 9. Time course of the recorded force or pressure for the hydraulic leg with a 1st stage diameter of 0.32 m 
for the range from 0 to T/2; a) characteristics obtained by calculation according to the gig yielding method; 

b) characteristics obtained by mass impact testing; c) characteristics obtained by explosive testing
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For the cases shown in Fig. 9, the calculated and test-derived: system vibration periods, 
force drive and system pressure build-up velocities are compared. The force propulsion was 
calculated from the relation:
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where: Sz – cross-sectional area of the 1st stage of the hydraulic leg, m2; t1, t2 – start time and end 
time of the run, s; f – force, n; p – pressure, Pa.

The oscillation period of the system T and the pulsation ω were calculated from the relation:
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where: ks – hydraulic leg equivalent stiffness, nm–1; m – system mass, kg.

The fluid pressure build-up velocity Vc in the 1st stage of the hydraulic leg was calculated 
as the mean value from the relation:

 Vc = (Pmax – Pw) /tmax, Pa ·s–1 (7)

where: Pmax – maximum fluid pressure, Pa; Pw – initial pressure, Pa; tmax – the time taken for the 
pressure to reach its maximum value, s. 

The results of the tests and calculations carried out are included in Table 1. They concern 
the analysed dynamic waveforms in the range 0 to T/2. 

taBle 1

Summary of test results and calculations of the analysed dynamic waveforms  
for a hydraulic leg of the 1st stage diameter of 0.32 m

type  
of the test fig. 

extension 
of the 

hydraulic 
leg [m]

Fmax
acc.to

calculations
[mn]

acc. to 
tests

[mpa] 

T/2 
acc. to

calculations
[ms]

T/2
acc. to

tests
[ms]

force 
impulse I, 
[ns]×103

Vc 
[mpa·s–1]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Calculation 

according to the 
gig’s method

9a 0.58/0.53 5.3 68* 208 — 196 300

Mass impact 9b 0.58/0.53 — 51.5 53 48 78 1600
An explosive 9c 0.30/0.65 — 63.5 6.5 6 14 7000

* note: – calculated value 
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The following conclusions can be drawn from the data collected in Table 1: 
– there is a high correspondence between the calculated and test-determined values of the 

vibration periods for the individual test types,
– there are large differences in the force impulse values calculated for the different types of 

tests when evaluating the same hydraulic leg (column 8, table 1 – 196/78/14×103 n·s),
– there are large differences in the values of the rate of pressure build-up for different types 

of tests, for the same hydraulic leg (column 9, table 1 – 300/1600/7000 mPa·s–1).

The high values of the velocity of pressure build-up in the hydraulic system under analysis 
(in which the working medium is a fluid), and their significant differences for the different types 
of tests, put into consideration the validity of adopting a constant value of the compressibility 
of the fluid and its influence on the correctness of the work of the pressure limiting systems in 
the hydraulic leg.

5. testing a 0.2 m diameter hydraulic leg and analysis  
of the results

To enrich the issue under consideration, a case study of a single-telescope hydraulic leg with 
a cylinder diameter of 0.2 m at the aviation institute in novosibirsk (russia) using a drop-weight 
testing station with an impact mass of 100 Mg is additionally cited. A series of tests of a single-
telescope hydraulic leg with a cylinder diameter of 0.2 m were carried out on the above-mentioned 
device with different initial supports, as well as valves limiting the pressure in the working space 
of the hydraulic leg [23]. The test method was similar to that shown in Fig. 5 of this publication. 
during the tests, the hydraulic leg loading force, the fluid pressure in the hydraulic leg working 

Fig. 10. Recorded pressure waveform in a Ø 0.2 m hydraulic leg without the valve,  
loaded with 100 Mg mass impact [23]
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space and the displacement of the hydraulic leg piston were measured and recorded. For this 
publication, the recorded hydraulic leg load force, fluid pressure and hydraulic leg piston slide 
were used in test 5. The test parameters were as follows: hydraulic leg supply pressure 30 MPa, 
impact mass 100 mg; impact mass drop height 0.005 m; hydraulic leg extension 0.56 m; without 
pressure limiting valve.

Fig. 10 shows the recorded test waveforms, supplemented by a recording from 0 to T/2. 
According to the test parameters, the hydraulic leg was loaded with an impact mass of 100 Mg 
(weight of the impact mass close to the support of the hydraulic leg). Using the calculation rela-
tions used in the gig method for the assessment of yielding, the pressure waveform as a function 
of time p(t ) was determined analytically. The waveforms obtained are damped sinusoidal with 
an oscillation period of approximately T ≈ 270 ms. 

A comparison of the results obtained by testing and calculation is included in Table 2 ac-
cording to the relations given in Chapter 4.

taBle 2

Summary of test results and calculations for selected dynamic waveforms  
of a 0.2 m diameter cylinder [23]

type  
of the test fig. 

Fmax
acc. to

calculations
[mn]

Pmax
acc. to

research
[mpa]

T/2 
acc. to

calculations
[ms]

T/2 
acc. to: 
research  

[ms]

force  
impulse I,  
[ns]×103

Vc 
[mpa·s–1]

Mass impact 10 1.99 63.3 130* 130 127 476
* note: the fluid stiffness modulus Bc taken as 1.15·109 MPa (two-phase fluid)

6. conclusions

The hydraulic leg determines the dynamics of the powered roof support. Knowing its dynamic 
characteristics is fundamental to determining the safe working range of powered roof supports 
operating in seams threatened by rock mass tremors. The systematic increase in the section support 
due to deteriorating geological-mining conditions has increased the diameters of the hydraulic 
legs – currently above 0.32 m for the 1st hydraulic stage (under the conditions of Polish mining, 
the largest diameters are 0.42 m). The evaluation of the dynamic properties of the support and 
the hydraulic leg is carried out by the Central Mining Institute using the calculation method as an 
implementation of the relevant ministerial decree on occupational Safety and Health. in parallel, 
laboratory tests are being carried out to determine the dynamic characteristics of the hydraulic 
legs as verification of the calculations carried out. This applies in particular to the new powered 
roof supports being introduced, which are equipped with large-diameter hydraulic legs. 

The analytical and in-situ tests presented in this publication have made it possible to study 
the dynamics of the support and the hydraulic leg under dynamic loads and to draw the follow-
ing conclusions:

– The test results carried out computationally, with a 20 Mg and 100 Mg mass impactor, 
and with explosives vary considerably. Similar assessments of the hydraulic leg dynam-
ics were obtained by computational methods and using an impact mass of 100 Mg (for 
a 0.2 m diameter hydraulic leg).
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– The results of tests using a 20 Mg impact mass and using an explosive differ, mainly due 
to different loading dynamics. The listed ways of loading the hydraulic leg showed the 
low effectiveness of the hydraulic valves in limiting the pressure in the sub-piston space 
of the hydraulic leg, together with the tendency for excitations to occur in the hydraulic 
leg control system.

– The methodology and test conditions of the hydraulic leg control system should be compat-
ible with the expected dynamics of its in situ operation in terms of both load values and 
time courses. Maintaining this assumption will allow the tests to be carried out correctly 
and the results to be properly evaluated.

– The technical possibilities of the currently available laboratory benches do not provide 
for loads corresponding to the actual loads. This applies in particular to sections equipped 
with large-diameter 1st stage piston hydraulic legs.

– A solution to the problem may be the use of numerical modelling. 
– when numerical modelling is used, the problem of validating the results on real models 

remains. Validation of the results can be done by testing scaled-down models of the actual 
hydraulic leg.

– The numerical modelling is proposed to use the model used in the assessment of yielding 
according to the gig method (flat model, with concentrated constants and one degree of 
freedom). However, it needs to be supplemented with relations describing the flows in the 
systems protecting the hydraulic leg from overloading. This is an important requirement 
for shields intended for use in rock mass tremor hazard conditions.

– Validation of numerical calculations using tests on scale models of the actual hydraulic 
legs is proposed to be carried out according to the following principles:
• that the rate of pressure rise of the liquid in the hydraulic leg does not exceed 

500 MPa·s–1, 
• the load on the hydraulic leg should not exceed the permissible values of its support,
• the stiffness of the actual models should ensure that the drive values are similar for 

a given type of hydraulic leg or type of test,
• conversion of parameter values from model to real values should be carried out using 

the conversion factors developed (introduction of criterion numbers).

The loading of real models specially prepared for testing on a reduced scale can be carried 
out using a drop-weight test at gig. it enables a load to be generated with a mass share of be-
tween 1 and 30 Mg. The proposal to combine model tests using numerical methods supplemented 
with tests of real models on a reduced scale is feasible at a low cost. Their implementation would 
significantly increase the possibilities of cognitive research, design optimiation, and assessment 
of the operation of the support and its elements in rock mass tremor hazard conditions.
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